
Tune into the Revcoms’ Fundraising Livestream: 
$100,000 to Put REVOLUTION on the Map in 2023! 

Sunday, June 4  
2 pm PT/5 pm ET at youtube.com/therevcoms

We revcoms, revolutionary communists, have a plan to bring forward and lead thousands 
and then millions in a revolution to wrest a different future out of the horror that now looms. 

At a time when the very fate of the planet is in the balance… at a time when there is  
a force willing to stand up and say “WE will dare to seize a future fit for humanity” 
…WHAT are YOU giving your money to?

“Basing ourselves on the scientific method and approach of the new communism brought 
forward by the revolutionary leader Bob Avakian, we revcoms have the clear understanding 
that this system of capitalism-imperialism is the source of all the outrages and madness 
that people are subjected to, here and all over the world – and that it is long past time for 
this system to be swept off the face of the Earth…

“Bob Avakian has sharply expressed this profound reality: We can no longer afford to 
allow these imperialists to continue to dominate the world and determine the destiny of 
humanity. And it is a scientific fact that humanity does not have to live this way  – a 
whole different way to organize society, a whole better world, is possible.”   

 From the new Proclamation WE ARE THE REVCOMS We Are Working for  
a Real Revolution and Whole New, Emancipating Way to Live.

WE REFUSE  
TO ACCEPT THIS 
SYSTEM’S FUTURE! 

To everyone who  
can’t stand this  

world the way it is… 
who is sick and tired  

of so many people  
being treated as  

less than human…



www.revcom.us    @therevcoms    Youtube/therevcoms

Tune in at Youtube/therevcoms on June 4

Learn how this Proclamation, which you can read at revcom.us, is part of a whole plan 
to put revolution on the map in 2023 …and why YOU need to contribute to and be 
part of this revolution. 
Hear a special report from the “Woke” Lunacy vs Real Revolution Tour which is 
challenging the way that “wokeness” and cancel culture is paralyzing and intimidating 
decent people who should be fighting back against this system’s injustices, white 
supremacy and gender oppression — and giving fresh fodder to fascists to viciously 
attack every cry for justice.  Learn why this campaign needs to be stepped up 
nationwide. 

Get a taste of the Bob Avakian Interviews on the Revolution Nothing Less (RNL) Show, 
which is opening a doorway into the revolution for thousands, potentially millions. 

And DONATE GENEROUSLY!

To donate by Paypal, Visa or Mastercard,  
go to revcom.us/donate
To donate by Venmo: @RCP-Publications
Send Checks or Money Orders to:
RCP Publications 
PO Box 804956,  
Chicago, IL 60680-4111 
Make checks payable to  
“RCP Publications”  

Go Here    
To Donate

Your Donation Will Contribute to:
■   Promotion of the Bob Avakian Interviews on The RNL Show (voice of the 

revcoms).
■  Expand the audience of The RNL Show
■   Production of the website revcom.us, where you get unique analysis of major 

events and trends, learn about the revolution and how to be part of it and find 
the major works of Bob Avakian

■   Support the revolutionary leaders and committed young revolutionaries putting 
revolution on the map

■  Support the “Woke” Lunacy vs. Real Revolution Tour

Watch  
The Interviews with 
the revolutionary 
leader Bob Avakian: 

Go here   


